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Are Women CPA Candidates Keeping Up

With Men CPA Candidates?
William C. Bruschi, CPA

To determine if women CPA candidates are
keeping up with men CPA candidates, the
following questions must be asked: What are
the trends in personal characteristics of CPA
candidates? How do personal characteristics
of women CPA candidates compare with those
of men CPA candidates? An indication of
some trends and a comparison of personal
characteristics may be obtained from an anal
ysis of the statistics compiled from question
naires completed by some of the candidates
who wrote the November 1965 CPA exam
ination.

At the Institute the data were transferred to
punched cards, processed by computer and
analyzed. The first report on these data was
published in 1966.1

The first personal characteristic to be con
sidered is the ages of the candidates. The
trend is to a lower average age. The median
age fell from 32 years in 1948 to 27 years in
1965. Women candidates, however, had a
median age of 30 years in 1965, 3 years older
than the men. Comparing average ages by
using modes instead of medians, the trend to
younger candidates is still evident. The modes,
in spans of years, fell from 25-29 years in
1948 to under 25 years in 1965. The mode
of the ages of women candidates was the same
as the men’s, under 25 years.

To obtain information regarding trends in
candidates’ personal characteristics and com
parisons of women and men candidates, data
regarding the accounting profession’s neo
phytes were drawn from the questionnaires
completed by 12,357 candidates, including
439 women candidates, who wrote the No
vember 1965 CPA examination and from data
on hand at the Institute compiled from ques
tionnaires filled out by 1,467 candidates who
wrote the November 1948 CPA examination.
It was not possible to extract data solely about
women candidates sitting for the November
1948 CPA examination.

Probably the average age of the candidates
has reached a plateau and will not fall any
lower. A limiting factor to the decline in ages
is the general requirement that the candidates
be 21 years of age. Furthermore, since there
is an increasing number of states requiring
college degrees of their candidates (twentyfour states now have accountancy laws that
require, or will soon require, a college degree),
the average age of candidates may settle at
22 or 23 years, the average college graduation
age. On the other hand, the movement to
graduate school study of accounting may re
sult in an average candidate age of 23 or 24
years.

Accumulating statistics on personal charac
teristics of candidates has been a joint effort
of the state boards of accountancy, the As
sociation of Certified Public Accountant Ex
aminers, and the American Institute of Cer
tified Public Accountants. The statistics were
obtained by having candidates complete ques
tionnaires regarding age, sex, education, etc.

Education
1 “What Are CPA Candidates Like?” by William C.
Bruschi, The Journal of Accountancy, March
1966.

The trend is for more candidates to have
bachelor’s degrees and postgraduate degrees.
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Women candidates, however, appear to be
lagging behind the men in education, as
shown in the following table:

Amount of Education
Postgraduate degree holders
Attending graduate school
Total with graduate education
Bachelor degree holders
(No postgraduate study)
Total college graduates
Two to four years’ college study
Less than two years’ college study
Total with college study but without degrees
Business school or correspondence course study
High school graduate
Total

Per Cent of Candidates
November 1965
November 1948
Men
Women
All Candidates
*
7%
3%
5
3
12
4%
6

52
56
*
*

16
16
12
100%

75
87
6
2
8
5
**

100%

58
64
14
8
22
12
2
100%

* Data not available
** Insignificant percentage. A total of 29 candidates out of 12,357 had only high school edu
cations.

study at the undergraduate level. The data
for the women candidates show a mode of
33 plus hours and a median of 29 hours. On
the other hand, for the men the mode is 2732 hours and a median is 30 hours.
There are some differences in the educa
tional characteristics of women and men candi
dates. In their postgraduate work women
candidates had fewer hours of accounting
study; women had a median of 19 hours of
accounting study at the postgraduate level
whereas the men had a median of 21 hours.
The average woman candidate who attended
college has been out of college for a shorter
period than the average man; she has been
out of college 1 to 2 years whereas the man
has been out 3 to 5 years.

In comparing the 1948 and 1965 percent
ages, the trend to more education is obvious.
The percentage of candidates who are college
graduates increased from 56% to 87%, and
those with postgraduate education increased
from 4% to 12%. Candidates who were only
high school graduates decreased from 12% to
an insignificant percentage.
Because of the limitation of the 1948 data,
other educational trends cannot be deter
mined; but comparisons of women and men
candidates can be drawn from the 1965 data.
Only 65% of the women candidates are college
graduates whereas 87% of the men are. A
smaller percentage of women candidates have
studied for postgraduate degrees; 6% of the
women as compared to 12% of the men have
attended graduate school.
Other findings are that a greater percentage
of women (12%) than men (5%) attempted
to prepare themselves for the CPA examina
tion by proprietary business school or corre
spondence course studies. Also a greater per
centage of women (2%) than men (less than
1%) are high school graduates only.
From data on the characteristics of the
candidates who graduated from college, wo
men and men candidates were found to have
certain similar median educational character
istics: both have a college grade average of B;
and both have the same amount of college
study of business law, four to six hours. CPA
examination coaching courses were taken by
54% of the women and 48% of the men.
No meaningful conclusions can be drawn
from the data on the hours of accounting

Comparison of Academic Aptitudes

Highly complimentary to women candidates
is the information obtained from a comparison
of the average scores of women and men
candidates on the College Board Scholastic
Aptitude Test and the Institute’s Orientation
and Level II Achievement Tests. The infor
mation, drawn from the following data, indi
cates that the average woman candidate has
greater academic ability as measured by these
tests than does average man candidate.

Candidates
Women
Men

SAT Verbal
Median
515
62
Percentile
Number
45
(continued to page 10)
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460
57
2,492

COMMUNICATION-What is it?
Eunice E. Stockman

What is meant by “communication” in the
sense the word is used in business today? Ac
tually, communication is one of the most im
portant phases of management and is a dy
namic process by which leadership takes ac
tion in an organization. Proper communica
tion techniques are the goal of business and
industry. A breakdown in communications
could result in higher costs, delayed deliveries,
poor public relations, lower sales—all of which
affect company profits.

of the time of professional people is devoted
to some form of communication. With 60%
of his day taken up with communications, it
behooves the accountant to learn ways and
means of making this time productive. The
accountant then should take stock of his own
capabilities in the communications area of
expressive activities (acting, speaking and
writing) as well as the receptive areas of
listening and reading.

“All the world’s a stage” said Will Shake
speare “and all the men and women merely
players.” Accountants are not thought of as ac
tors but in reality their actions or lack of ac
tion constantly communicates messages to
other people. Accountants communicate all the
time—in their work, in their daily lives, at
the office, even when they are walking through
building corridors or on the street. A smile
with a “good morning” says it’s nice to see
you but a curt nod tells an entirely different
story. The way accountants dress, their poise
and presence, dignity, ability to handle a dis
cussion, all communicate something to other
people just as the words they speak, the letters
they write or the audit reports they prepare.

Any functioning communications system,
from the simplest to the most complex, is made
up of a sender, a receiver, a message, some
form of carrier, and a need for action. Effec
tiveness of the system depends on all of these
elements. The system can break down because
the message is ambiguous; the communicator
(sender) is ineffective; the carrier is inade
quate or the receiver fails to get the message.
Good communication is when the receiver
clearly understands what the sender is saying
(the sender’s intent and meaning is getting
through to the receiver), and the receiver ac
cepts the message and acts accordingly. Dr.
Paul Pigors who is Professor of Industrial Re
lations at Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy said “The cost of effective communication
between people is much higher than is com
monly supposed. It is expensive in time, in
understanding, and in emotional control. The
reasons for this are that the process of com
munication is much less simple than we ordi
narily realize, and meaning (or that which
gets across in communication) is more than
a matter of logical facts. Words can do only
a small part in building understanding.”

How often have accountants heard some
thing like this “I’ve talked myself blue in the
face to get these staff men to see that billable
time is what keeps us alive. So I check this
fellow’s progress and find he has barely com
pleted 20% of the work and has spent 50% of
the budgeted time. His work is perfect but
it is obvious no money will be made on this
job. How do you get through to a fellow
like this.” “Getting through” to people is one
of the most important phases of the com
munication process. It usually starts with
someone saying something to someone (sender
to receiver) and so involves speaking skill (in
tent and meaning). Oral expression is un
doubtedly the most widely used form of com
munication in the accounting profession, wheth
er it be instructing a staff member, as in the
instance above, discussing a problem with a
client, leading a group or just plain talking to
someone. The accountant should study care
fully these six points relating to a communi
cator’s speaking skill:

Business is stressing more effective com
munication through employee brochures, lec
tures by eminent authorities on communica
tions, management “games” in communication
problems, etc. With all this increased emphasis
on more effective communication in business,
improvements should be expected in the com
munication process. Improvement, however,
requires change and changes are demanding
on the person in both time and energy. In the
busy life of the accountant, is the extra effort
worth it? How important is communication in
the accounting set up? A Dutch management
consultant learned through a study that 60%

1. Understand the subject thoroughly be
fore trying to communicate with others. With
5

a thorough grasp of the subject, there will be Be thrifty with words and make every one
no problem “getting the message across.” meaningful. Wordy phrases are trite and dis
Thinking out what may be involved is essen tract from what is important in the communi
tial before giving instructions. This will result cation.
in considerable saving of time.
Just as there is a sender in all communica
2. Structure the message, that is, give a tions, there is also a receiver—and the account
“big picture” or a “road map” to which to ant may be both a sender and a receiver.
relate the parts; explain how each part fits Much can be done to improve the accountant’s
into this picture; build bridges to relate parts receptive skills of listening and reading.
to each other; use words that are familiar.
Do people really listen? What about the
3. One of the cardinal rules of communi junior accountant who said “you get the feel
cation is to be sure the receiver is getting the ing when you enter his office and start to talk
intent of the message. He will be more likely that he’s giving you polite attention but really
to act intelligently if he understands the mean can’t wait for you to leave. But worse yet, he
ing.
really isn’t listening.” Good listening requires
4. Accountants are not always the best considerable patience. Studies indicate that
actors, but often, color and interest could be people in business spend considerable time
added, the voice pitch could be varied, the listening to other people and remember only
message could be made to sound more inter about half of what they hear. Most of what
esting even if it is just a dry explanation of they think they hear is not what the speaker
how to reconcile a bank account.
intended! Improved proficiency in listening is
5. Most people in the accounting profes essential so that the time so spent may be put
sion are concentrating under pressure and thus to good use. Some of the bad habits that work
tend to frown so that an impression of criti against good listening are important and wor
cism or negative attitude is unintentionally thy of careful review:
transmitted to the receiver. This seems to be
1. Letting the mind take side excursions.
an occupational disease so it may be neces People think four times faster than the normal
sary to practice before a mirror to get rid of speaking time and the poor listener wanders
the frown because the use of a positive visual off the subject into the green pastures of
expression adds much to “getting across” the other thoughts. The good listener puts the
message.
extra thinking capacity to work by analyzing
6. Get some feedback, find out if the com what is being said.
munication is really “getting across.” The ac
2. Trying to memorize isolated statements
countant may believe the message is being of fact. It is better to listen for the central
communicated but unless there is something idea to get the gist of the talk rather than
to tell him so, the accountant’s complacency latching on to one statement of fact and clos
may be rudely shattered. The resulting work, ing the thinking process temporarily.
of course, will be the “feedback” on instructions
3. Emotional deaf spots caused by prejudice
communicated. It is important that the com against words, people, movements, etc. Try
municator evaluate this work so that further to avoid reaction against the speaker and
insight into methods of “getting through to the listen to his words. They may not be quite cor
fellows” will help in communications to others.
rect or in the best grammar but they may con
Just as in oral communication, all forms of
tain fresh and useful ideas.
business writing have in common the purpose
4. Supersensitive listening. This is a tend
of saying something to someone. There are
ency
to decide the answer before hearing the
many different types of writing required in
entire
statement.
the accounting profession from the highly
5. Blocking out complex information. This
technical audit report to the more informal
business correspondence. If the language used results from avoiding what is hard to under
is on a different level or if jargon is used that stand, tuning out the speaker, or refusing to
is not known to the receiver, the message is listen.
6. Premature dismissal of a subject. The
not likely to be understood. Clarity is a skill
which needs to be developed more fully. It listener decides in advance the speaker has
comes in part from using simple words that nothing of importance to say—but maybe he
can mean but one thing in the mind of the has. Listen for something that may be of
receiver. Words are very expressive but the value.
7. Pretending attention. You are only fool
more natural and simple, the more receptive
to the receiver. Say something at the start of ing yourself; you miss the opportunity to learn
the letter or report to capture the reader’s something or even to refute the speaker intel
attention and then keep the interest of the ligently.
(continued to page 13)
reader in mind for the rest of the message.
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The Accountant Looks At
a Credit Union
Ellen Butler
and Sharon Bishop

What is a credit union? How does it oper
ate? What does it accomplish for its members
and for a sponsoring employer or group? . . .
These are the questions which might occur
to the accountant looking at a credit union from
the viewpoint of his own participation or that
of his employer or client. These are the ques
tions to be explored in this article.
Concisely, a credit union is an independent,
nonprofit corporation chartered and closely
supervised by the government for the pur
poses of pooling the savings of its members
and loaning money to a specific group of peo
ple. A credit union may be operated under a
state charter or a Federal charter. But for
our purposes, we will discuss only Federal
credit unions because the details of state
charters vary widely.
In order to organize a credit union, there
must be a prior existing common bond of
association between the potential members,
such as a common employer, a labor union,
a church, or a school. A credit union should
be operated only among well-defined groups
because its successful operation is influenced
by its convenience to members. A credit union
has a motive—service, and a primary purpose
—to promote thrift. In serving its members
there are three major factors with which a
credit union is concerned:
1)
its trend in average share balances,
2) the number of members who are saving
regularly and
3) the percentage of persons eligible for
membership who have joined.
A Federal government survey determined
that credit unions diminish company loans,
garnishments, and attachments; tend to keep
employees out of the hands of high-rate money
lenders; educate and train employees so they
can improve their positions; build up employee
morale; result in more cordial relationships
among the employees in their daily work; and
consequently improve employer-employee re
lations.
The organizational structure of a credit
union differs from that of other corporations
and savings and loan organizations in several
ways. Only members may borrow from the
credit union. Members buy shares of the cor
poration in five-dollar units. Regardless of the
number of shares owned, each member has
only one vote. The treasurer is general manager

of the credit union, has charge of the assets,
keeps the books, prepares all required financial
and statistical reports (of which there are
many), and is the only officer who may be
salaried.
The Federal Credit Union Act empowers
credit unions to make loans with maturities
not exceeding five years. It limits the rate of
interest which may be charged to one per cent
per month on the unpaid balance, including
all charges incidental to making the loan;
however, a credit union may levy late charges.
No loan may be in excess of ten per cent
of the credit union’s paid-in unimpaired capital
and surplus, and no unsecured loan in excess
of $750 may be made. Any loan over $750
must be secured, and security may be an as
signment of shares. However, the credit com
mittee should approve loans only for such
amounts and on such terms as it feels will
adequately protect the credit union and be
within the borrower’s capacity to repay.
A credit union must maintain a reserve or
guaranty fund, which can only be used to pay
off loans when a borrower cannot meet his
obligation. This reserve consists of all entrance
fees and charges plus twenty per cent of the
net earnings of each dividend period, before
the declaration of any dividends. However,
when the reserve fund equals ten per cent of
the total amount of members’ shareholdings,
it becomes necessary to transfer only enough
to maintain this ratio.
At times it becomes necessary for a credit
union to borrow funds for loans or for with
drawals. A credit union may borrow up to
fifty percent of its paid-in and unimpaired
capital and surplus from any source, and it
seldom pledges any of its assets. A credit
union has few creditors and the lender would
have preference over the members’ claims
against their shareholdings.
If a credit union has idle funds, it may
invest them in:
1)
loans exclusively to members;
2) obligations of the United States, or se
curities fully guaranteed as to the
principal and interest thereby;
3) loans to other credit unions, the total
amount not exceeding twenty-five per
cent of its paid-in and unimpaired capital
and surplus;
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4) shares or accounts of Federal savings
and loan associations; and
5) obligations issued by banks for cooper
atives, Federal land banks, Federal in
termediate banks, Federal home loan
banks, the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, or any other corporation desig
nated as a wholly-owned Government
corporation.
When investing, a credit union should consid
er safety, liquidity, and yield because of its
responsibility to its members.
Annually or semiannually, as the bylaws
may provide, and after provision for the re
quired reserves, the board of directors may
declare a dividend to be paid from the remain
ing net earnings. Such dividends are paid on
all paid-up shares outstanding at the end of
the period. However, the Internal Revenue
Code stipulates that these dividends are not
eligible for the dividend exclusion, but should
be treated as interest income by members.
The Federal Credit Union Act states that
every credit union must have a December 31
fiscal year-end. It also requires the supervisory
committee to make “at least quarterly” audits
of the books of its credit union. The audits
have two immediate objectives:
1) to verify the existence of the credit un
ion’s assets and liabilities as set forth in
the treasurer’s accounts and to see if the
assets are adequately protected; and
2) to determine whether there have been
departures from the practices prescribed
in the law, bylaws or authorized rulings
or from practices generally accepted as
sound.
The Accounting Manual for Federal Credit
Unions gives detailed instructions in regard to
the accounting records of a credit union. The
principal records must be maintained on forms
prescribed or approved by the Federal Credit
Union Bureau. All credit unions must use a
double-entry bookkeeping system, and a “mod
ified cash basis.” This means that usually the
income is not accounted for until it is actually
received in cash; however, expenses are ac
counted for in the month in which they be
come due and payable, regardless of whether
the cash disbursements have been made.
The principal bookkeeping records are the
Journal and Cash Record, General Ledger,
Cash Received Voucher, Journal Voucher, and
Individual Share and Loan Ledger.
Since the majority of a credit union’s trans
actions are with members, the Individual
Share and Loan Record is vital. It provides
chronological detail of the share and loan
transactions of the members, and also con
tains a note record and a “cosigner on notes
of others” record. A note is prepared for each

loan made to a member in order to give the
credit union a legally enforceable negotiable
instrument as evidence of the member’s obli
gation to the credit union.
Interest is collected at the time that a re
payment on the principal is made, whether it
be made weekly or monthly. Interest for rates
of less than one month should be computed for
the actual number of days. A credit union
may also collect interest on a level-payment
plan.
Loans to members usually constitute the
principal asset in which the funds of the credit
union are invested. For this reason, the col
lection of loans and the control of delinquent
loans is an important phase of the credit un
ion’s operations. Credit unions are required to
prepare a monthly Schedule of Delinquent
Loans, which is an aging schedule. Another
monthly requirement is the preparation of a
Financial and Statistical Report, which is
divided into three sections:
1) the Balance Sheet which shows the fi
nancial condition of the credit union as
of a given date;
2) the Statement of Income and Expenses
which reflects the gain or loss from oper
ations for the current year to date; and
3) the Statistical Information which pre
sents statistics on the number of mem
bers and potential members; number
and amount of loans; amount of loans
charged off; and bad debts recovered.
In addition, a list of all new accounts opened
and all accounts closed during the month
should be prepared.
At December 31 the credit union must close
its books and determine the net earnings from
the year’s operations. It must also transfer the
amount necessary to maintain a Regular Re
serve equal to ten per cent of the total mem
bers’ shareholdings to the Regular Reserve Ac
count, and the balance to the Undivided
Earnings Account. To accomplish this, all of
the income and expense accounts must be
closed into the Gain or Loss Account and the
balance of this account will then be closed
into the Undivided Earnings Account after
the proper transfer to the Regular Reserve
has been made. The resulting credit balance
of the Undivided Earnings Account is the
total amount available for dividends and for a
possible refund of interest. In the case of a loss,
no transfer to the Regular Reserve Account is
made and the debit balance of the Gain or
Loss Account is transferred to the Undivided
Earnings Account. If the Undivided Earnings
Account then has a debit balance, no divi
dend nor refund of interest can be made.
The Federal Credit Union Act empowers the
(continued on page 10)
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TAX FORUM
DORIS L. BOSWORTH, CPA, Editor
TCMP EXAMINATIONS

Taxpayers are presently encountering a new ed, and it is here that difficulties may arise.
type of examination of their returns by the The ordinary forms of substantiation are in
Treasury Department. Such examinations are adequate, that is, a letter from the fiduciary
being conducted in accordance with the rules in the case of estate or trust income, a copy of
established for the Taxpayer Compliance Form 1065 for partnership income, or Forms
Measurement Program. As the audit procedure 1I20S and Schedule PH of Form 1120 in the
differs radically from any encountered in the case of Subchapter S and personal holding
past, it would be wise to consider some of company income. Rather, it is mandatory that
the Revenue Agent request collateral examina
the problems emanating therefrom.
At the outset it must be remembered that tions of the tax entities generating such income,
the selection of taxpayers for this rather du even in cases where the amounts are nominal
bious honor is on a random sampling basis. in relation to the picture as a whole. Within
This means, of course, that it is impossible to the realm of personal experience, one taxpayer
anticipate which of your clients will be exposed with income from an estate of less than oneto the experience. The first indication of the half of 1% of adjusted gross income, with a let
change in audit procedure is to be found in the ter from the fiduciary, and with complete
letter from the Treasury Department notify substantiation of every other item on the re
ing the taxpayer of the impending examination. turn had to await the collateral examination of
the estate’s income tax return in another dis
The letter will bear the legend “TCMP.”
trict. Disregarding the delay in closing the
Stated in its simplest terms, the TCMP audit case, there was the problem of the additional
differs from the usual examination in that examination of a small estate in the process
every item of income and expense on the of administration that might otherwise never
return must be completely verified. An in have occurred.
depth audit of this type embraces the produc
A somewhat doubtful advantage is real
tion of Forms 1099 for all income that is ized in instances where the return primarily
properly reportable on this form, such as divi selected for examination, and those being col
dends, interest and rents. Where the amount laterally examined, have been prepared by the
of such income precludes the necessity of filing same practitioner. Under the circumstances,
Form 1099, as for example dividends or in the audit can proceed without interruption, but
terest of less than $10, brokerage slips or it is a costly and time-consuming engagement.
statements showing the number of shares held It is not sufficient for the agent to survey the
and savings bank passbooks will, in all prob collateral returns. He must examine them in
ability, have to be exhibited. If the taxpayer detail and render a report on each entity. On
holds a mortgage on another individual’s prop the other hand, if the collateral examinations
erty or a note that arose other than in the must be conducted with various other prac
course of a trade or business, the underlying titioners and, in a great many instances, in the
document will have to be produced to verify offices of other District Directors, it will be
the propriety of the interest reported.
some time before the agent is in a position
Similarly, cancelled checks and/or receipts to finalize his report. Admittedly, requests
will have to be submitted in substantiation of for collateral examinations on a TCMP audit are
every deduction. One hurdle to be over given priority in the various District offices,
come here is the sales tax deduction, which is but their scheduling is still subject to the
usually an estimated figure. If the figure is prevailing exigencies in that local office. In any
challenged, one solution to the problem, albeit event, the inexorable pattern of standard oper
a cumbersome one, is to produce a tape of ating procedure must be recognized and ac
cancelled checks for the taxable year, drawn cepted.
to the order of individuals or firms whose
It is suggested that whenever a TCMP
goods and services involve sales tax payments. audit is scheduled, the tax practitioner should
Perhaps the most significant deviation discuss the matter with the taxpayer before
from the standard type of examination occurs the audit begins. The approach should be the
within the area of “flow through” income. Com same as if this were a “first audit” experience.
pliance requirements are considerably expand Such a discussion will have two-fold results.
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The taxpayer will realize that the exhaustive
treatment accorded his return is in no way a
reflection upon the integrity of his reporting,
but is the product of a statistical sampling proc
ess. Equally important, he will be apprised of
the time demands on the practitioner in this
type of examination and the necessity for an
increased fee.

The adoption of a proper attitude is as im
portant in the case of the practitioner as it is
for the client—even more important, as the
brunt of the detailed work falls on his shoul
ders. It is advisable to contact the Revenue
Agent in advance of the actual conduct of the
examination and to discuss the documentation
required, item by item. The old adage con
cerning patience being a virtue will never
be exercised more completely than in these cir
cumstances. If, as in the case of one recent
examination, a request is made for birth cer
tificates in substantiation of credit for de
pendents, note the requirement and set about
obtaining them. In this way, when you have
progressed to the examination stage, all of
the material will be available for inspection,
and the matter can be disposed of as expedi
tiously as possible.
D.L.B.
ARE WOMEN CPA CANDIDATES KEEP
ING UP WITH MEN CPA CANDIDATES?

(continued from page 4)
Candidates
Women
Men
SAT Mathematical
Median
574
Percentile
81
Number
46
AICPA Orientation
Median percentile
71
Number
15
AICPA Level II Achievement
Median percentile
82
Number
42

550
61
2,486

65
641

Are Women CPA Candidates Keeping up
with Men CPA Candidates?

The answer to the question is not clear-cut.
On the one hand, while the percentages of
women candidates with college education and
with postgraduate study are greater than the
percentages for 1948 candidates, women can
didates appear to have lagged behind in the
trend toward obtaining more college degrees
and doing more postgraduate work. On the
other hand, the data for college graduates
indicate that women candidates have higher
academic abilities than the men.
THE ACCOUNTANT LOOKS AT
A CREDIT UNION

(continued from page 8)

board of directors to authorize refunds of in
terest to members of record as of December
31 in proportion to the amount of interest paid
by them during the year. Ordinarily, the
amount of interest refund due each borrower
should be a credit to his share account.
After determining the amount available for
dividends, it is necessary to determine for each
member the total number of full share dollars
upon which a dividend can be paid. Federal
Credit Unions are also required to retain as part
of their records a Dividend Record Form
which itemizes the account number, name,
full-share dollars, amount of dividend and
method of payment for each member.
The property, franchises, capital, reserves,
surpluses, funds, and income of Federal Credit
Unions are exempt from all Federal and state
income taxes. Credit unions must file Forms
1096 and 1099; however, in lieu of the filing
of a separate annual return, Form 990, by
each of the individual Federal Credit Unions,
a group information return, Form 990, may
be filed by the Bureau of Federal Credit Un
ions covering all of the exempt Federal Credit
Unions under its supervision, according to Rev
enue Ruling 60-169, 1960-1 CB 62.

Credit unions are big business. At the end
of 1960 they had total savings of $4,944,593,
818, loans outstanding of $4,329,557,990, re
serves of $267,340,766 and total assets of
$5,606,189,069. And they are good business,
as proved by the fact that less than one-fifth
of one per cent of their loans prove uncollect
ible. They have been formally recognized as
“banking institutions” and are included among
financial institutions that are considered im
portant in the economy during a national
emergency and in the continuing life of our
country.

70
2,105

Not all candidates took these tests; and the
small number of women candidates taking
them may cast some doubt on the statistical
validity of the data for them. The Scholastic
Aptitude Test rankings are based on all stu
dents taking the Tests who entered college.
The Orientation and Achievement Test rank
ings are based on college students who took
the Test in their senior year.
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TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
MARY F. HALL, CPA, Editor
“Practical Accounting and Auditing Problems,”
Edmund F. Ingalls, American Institute of Cer
tified Public Accountants, 1966, three volumes,
2,250 pages, $25.
The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants has published this new, threevolume work to provide professional CPAs
and others interested in the development of
accounting with a wide range of discussion and
documentation of actual accounting and audit
ing problems submitted by members and an
swered by the Institute’s Technical Informa
tion Service.
The author, who is manager of the Tech
nical Information Service for the Institute,
has managed to put together in a valuable
reference format a most comprehensive array
of actual case situations and problems relating
to accounting, financial presentation, auditing
and audit reports. Based upon nearly 10,000
man-hours of research and consultation, the
work is case-oriented to down-to-earth tech
nical problems and offers specific opinions and
conclusions supported, wherever possible, by
reference to Institute literature and other au
thorative sources.
Volume I presents problems in the areas of
auditing procedures, the auditor’s report, fi
nancial statement presentation and disclosures,
and income determination. Volume II is gen
erally oriented to the corporate equity area
and deals with dividends and distributions,
surplus and deficit, capital stock transactions
and business combinations, separations and re
organizations. It also covers parent-subsidiary
relationships and consolidated statements, un
incorporated businesses and nonprofit organi
zations.
Volume III covers a tremendous scope of
material commencing with problems related
more or less to specific industries, i.e., con
tracts and construction contractors, finance
companies, savings and loan associations, and
banks; and then getting into more general
areas, i.e., Subchapter S corporations, account
ing practice management problems, uniform
accounting systems, an international chart of
accounts and background reference sources
on accounting research bulletins.
Of particular value to the user of this ref
erence works is the key word index which sys
tematically summarizes the subject matter in
synoptic form. This key word index is long, 105
pages, but effective in guiding the reader
quickly and easily to a situation that may hold

the clue to an answer he is seeking. For ex
ample, the following illustrate the form used:
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION:
for Clay deposits; internal accounting and
external reporting, 304
Timber harvested on sustained-yield bas
is; accounting for accretion and/or, 303
PERCENTAGE LEASES:
Audit of sales and report on rentals pay
able under, 7, 8
PERCENTAGE OF SALES:
Acceptability, as a basis for determin
ing CPA’s fee, 704
or Earnings, post-acquisition; as basis for
installment purchase of goodwill, 636, 637
This work of Mr. Ingalls is well organized
and presented and should be of continuing
value to the practicing accountant as he
searches for practical answers to his clients’
accounting and auditing problems because it
gives ready access to the experience of his con
temporaries in practice in all parts of the
country. I would recommend “Practical Ac
counting and Auditing Problems” as a must
in all serious accounting libraries.
M.F.H.
“Concepts of Management Accounting,”
Walter B. McFarland, National Association
of Accountants, New York, 1966, 166 pages,
$4.95.
The research director of the National As
sociation of Accountants directs his book pri
marily to accountants and others who need a
deeper understanding of certain concepts
underlying the development and presentation
of financial information and secondarily to man
agers who need a better understanding of the
accounting information they use in decision
making. His report is a result of a basic study
initiated by NAA’s Research Planning Com
mittee aimed at unifying research findings
from previous studies into orderly patterns.
The Committee’s hope was that results of
the study would be expressed in statements of
what constitutes good practice, i.e., practice
which yields information which is relevant,
valid, and consequently reliable for its in
tended uses.
Chapter 1 defines the field of management
accounting and describes certain guides to ef
fective management accounting practices with
emphasis upon the idea that “relevance to in
tended purpose is the fundamental test for
appraising accounting theories and techniques.”
Chapters 2 and 3 present the character
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istics of project profit planning and profit
planning by products and markets. Chapter
4 progresses to planning and measuring of
financial performance as tools for coordination
and control of business activity with budget
ing described as the principal technique in
this area.
Measuring Financial Performance for the
Enterprise as a Whole—Financial Condition
is treated in Chapter 5 with two categories of
assets distinguished for purposes of the study.
These are financial assets which are money
and rights to receive amounts certain in money
and nonfinancial assets which are described
as items possessing service potential for use
in earning future revenues.

Conceding at least four alternative con
cepts available for valuing nonfinancial assets,
the author describes circumstances under which
each might be relevant. He concludes, how
ever, that historical cost continues to measure
the amount of capital committed until this cap
ital is converted into liquid funds, and that
consistency between balance sheet and the
income statement calls for stating nonfinancial
assets at historical cost. Rather than using
the balance sheet stated at historical cost as
an all-purpose statement, he suggests use of
supplemental statements using valuation con
cepts relevant to a specific major purpose.
This allows usage of different valuations with
out distortion of current income or net worth
by those values irrelevant to them.

“Training Accounting Personnel for EDP
Systems,” John C. Burrill, National Associa
tion of Accountants Management Account
ing, September, 1966, Volume XLVIII, Num
ber 1.
One of the problems faced today by man
agement in many companies is the training
of accounting personnel for the EDP system.
Mr. Burrill, who is comptroller, Division of
Highways, Government Construction and
Transportation in the State of California, has
written an interesting article on the experiences
of the California Division of Highways with
EDP systems. Prior to 1961 the accounting
system was essentially a bookkeeping machine
operation. Because this system had become in
adequate, a highly sophisticated EDP cost ac
counting system was developed and in
stalled on July 1, 1961. Virtually no em
ployees were trained in the operation of the
system, operational instructions were incom
plete, and the system was not successful. Be
cause a new system was badly needed, a
search was begun for the cause of the failure
of the system installed in 1961. Four major
problems were identified:

1. Inadequate knowledge of and apprecia
tion for EDP on the part of most of the
supervisory and management employees.
2. Almost no knowledge of EDP on the
part of the nonsupervisory staff.
3. A loss of prestige because of the failure
of the 1961 system.
4. Accounting managers, supervisors and
employees had lacked the in-depth knowl
edge of the 1961 system which was so
necessary for its success.

The final and, to the reviewer, the most
significant chapter discusses Measuring Fi
nancial Performance for the Enterprise as a
Whole—Periodic Income. Conceding that ac
counting periods are arbitrary cut-offs, the
author approaches the problem by first as
signing revenues to the reporting period. He
rejects the accretion concept in favor of real
ization because accretion “recognizes revenues
which have no corresponding funds flow in
the current period and possibly none in any
future period.” Of importance is the author’s
recognition that use of the realization con
cept does not preclude forecasting of potential
future revenues but cautions against the dis
astrous consequences of management decision
based upon potentials that do not materialize.

Tentative plans called for installation of a
new system by July 1964. In order to give
the fiscal management personnel at least the
beginnings of the basic EDP knowledge,
training courses offered by IBM were used.
Mr. Burrill and his assistant also attended a
University of California course in data proc
essing. At the same time IBM was asked to
develop and present a two-day course to ac
quaint the employees with EDP. The course
was tried out in one district, but it did not
work because it was too detailed, too long,
too complex, and not directly related to the
work of the California Division of Highways.
One fault was that the emotional aspect of
the problems with EDP was overlooked and
attention was concentrated on the technical
aspects. Because of this failure, another pro
gram was devised which was successful. A
mong other changes, the new program elimi
nated all superfluous material not directly re-

This is a well reasoned book that appears
to be very practical in advising the use of
multi-valued results to fit the needs of the
varied users of financial reports in contrast
to the efforts of previous writers who have
attempted to define single valued truths with
the implied assumption that they are applica
ble to all purposes.
M.F.H.

(continued to page 14)
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Checklist for Communication Ability
Communication is distinctly a personal art;
no two people “communicate” the same just
as no two people are similar in other respects.
This individuality makes it difficult if not
impossible to set up a formula for “good com
munication.” Nevertheless, there - are certain
basic rules of communication that apply to all
situations and all persons. How well do you
observe these rules?
1. Do you systematically analyze your
problem or idea before trying to com
municate to others?
2. Have you considered the goals and at
titudes of the person who will be re
ceiving your communication?
3. Do you know what you really want to
accomplish with your message?
4. Have you identified your most important
goal, whether it is to secure information,
initiate action or change the receiver’s
attitude?
5. Are you trying to accomplish too much
rather than focusing on the most im
portant factor?

6. Is this the most appropriate time to
discuss the problem or idea?
7. Is the environment conducive to under
standing by the other person?
8. Are you remembering that the tone of
your voice and yOur expression also help
to make your message understood?
9. Did you select the words in your mes
sage with the other person’s background
in mind? Are you “talking down” or
“over the head” of the receiver?
10. Do you ask questions and encourage
the receiver to express his views?
11. Are you actually listening to the other
person’s responses? Are you attentive to
the meaning he is trying to get across?
Are you aware of the unspoken words
and undertones of the other person’s
attempt to communicate with you?
12. Do you follow up your communication
with “feedback” to make sure that com
plete understanding exists?
Eunice E. Stockman

Do You Have Bad Communication Habits?
prejudice you against the speaker or the
speaker’s ideas?
8. Do you allow your attention to wander
from the speaker?
9. Do you use pretentious or uncommon
Do you always talk about yourself,
words that others do not know?
your interests, your hobbies?
10. Do you show that your feelings are
Are you impatient with those who dis
hurt when you are asked to change
agree with you?
something you have done?
Are you sarcastic and unkind when
11. Do you lose your temper? When you be
others are disinterested in your ideas or
come angry do you shout at others?
opinion?
12. Are you annoyed when someone offers
Do you try to monopolize a conference
constructive criticism?
or meeting by doing all the talking?
There are many ways to communicate that
Do you ridicule or “talk down” the ideas you are interested only in yourself. When you
do this, you build resentment and when people
others bring out at a conference?
Do you turn away or “make busy hands” don’t want to listen to you or understand, no
one in the world can make them.
when others are talking?
Eunice E. Stockman
Do you let certain words or actions

We are listing only some of the mistakes
often made in communicating with others. Go
over the list and ask yourself “Do I really do
this or say that?

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

COMMUNICATION-WHAT IS IT?

(continued from page 6)
8. Yielding to distractions. Poor listeners
are distracted by outside noises, appearance of
the speaker, personal discomfort. Try to con
centrate and shut out the noises. Be courteous
enough to tell the speaker you cannot hear
him.
9. Pencil and paper listening. Too much
concentration on writing notes may cause some
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good points to be missed. However, summary
notes of ideas can be valuable for future use.
Reading is another of the receptive skills
of communication and is something we all do
as receivers. It is extremely important for ac
countants to acquire the ability to get to the
gist of the subject matter in a communication
quickly to learn what can be put aside or
even thrown away. There are many different
ways to read, different speeds, different things

COMMUNICATION—WHAT IS IT?

(continued from page 13)
to look for. Here are some reading methods
which may help to speed up your ability to
“get to the gist of the subject matter.”
1. Getting the main idea. Scan headings
and skim sentences for the main topics and
ideas.
2. Extracting important details. Read the
material by selecting facts or evidence that
are relevant to the main idea.
3. Getting answers to questions. Scan the
material for answers to a specific question and
ignore unrelated points.
4. Evaluating material. The concern here is
actually with the content of reports and cor
respondence of associates. This sort of reading
cannot be skimmed or scanned but must be
carefully studied and reviewed.
The message is a part of the communication
process and what to communicate is deter
mined to a great extent by needs of people
in management. There are downward and up
ward communications—lateral too. Downward
communications are those messages that come
from the top, from the decision-making level.
Loss in transmission from top management
down is as much as 80% and in some instances,
even 100%. Downward messages are those
depicting company policies and procedures,
management’s efforts to enlist cooperation of
employees and management’s efforts to im
prove employee attitude and morale. The em
ployee needs to know about work methods,
office rules, pay practices, employee benefits,
methods of evaluating work performance,
opportunities for advancement and certainly
some explanation of the meaning and relation
of the employee’s work to the total task of the
organization.
Upward messages are just as important to
management. This feedback is important for
the continuing success of the business. Man
agement wants to know how operations are
going, whether workers are meeting the daily
output schedule—for it is the worker on the
line who can make the company expand and
grow and so make more money. Management
wants to know if the company policies are
workable. Only the workers and lower level
supervisors can tell management whether pol
icies are sound. Management wants to know
the attitude of employees because it is the
happy, comfortable, enthusiastic employee
that helps the company advance.
Lateral messages are those between depart
ments or organizations on the same level. It is
important that these messages are communi
cated properly and understood. In some in
stances, interdepartment rivalry may color
what is being said and what is being heard.

Loss in communication can work havoc with
company operations and cause so much dis
sension that production falls well below normal.
The carrier is also a phase of the communi
cation process. The type of message and the
means of disseminating it depends on the
number of people involved and the time
available. Ideally, face-to-face conversation is
the best because the sender knows that the
intent of the message is understood. Staff meet
ings, planned conferences, are also quick means
of transmitting messages to a large number of
people at one time. The leader of the meeting
in such cases (sender in the communication
process) should be able to get some valuable
feedback from the type of questions asked
and should be able to determine whether the
message was clear, to the point, and “under
stood” by the receivers. Letters, reports, notices
for bulletin boards, posters, etc. must be pre
pared carefully so that the sender’s intent can
not be misunderstood.
Communication is a serious problem in the
business world. Keith Davis, author of books
on human relations, said “Communications is
as necessary to business today as the blood
stream is to people—just as people get arterio
sclerosis-hardening of the arteries—just so
does business get infosclerosis—hardening of the
communication channels—both impair efficien
cy.” People are not born with the ability to
communicate effectively. It is an art that must
be acquired. Accountants should be constant
ly aware of any shortcomings in the communi
cation process and compensate for them so
that they do not infect themselves or their
business with “infosclerosis.”
TIPS FOR BUSY READERS

(continued from page 12)
lated to the employees and therefore it could
be given in two half-day sessions. The trainees
were given sample problems and were coached
by the staff whenever it was necessary to in
sure successful completion.
The article concludes with a list of six les
sons the Division of Highways has learned
about the training of accounting personnel in
EDP. Basically these lessons are that it must
not be assumed that the basic knowledge is
there and that accounting personnel at all levels
must be involved. Attitudes, acceptance, and
other emotional considerations are at least as
important as the factual, rational knowledge
areas. Finally, a continuing program to up
date and refresh the EDP skills, knowledge,
and attitudes is necessary for success.

Mary E. Burnet, CPA
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York
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Authors in This Issue

The first article in this issue, “Are Women
CPA Candidates Keeping Up With Men CPA
Candidates?,” was written by William C. Brus
chi, CPA, who is Director of Examinations
of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. The information in this article
was presented by Mr. Bruschi in a talk at the
1966 AWSCPA—ASWA Joint Annual Meeting.

The second article also was adopted from
a talk given at the 1966 Joint Annual Meet
ing. The author, Eunice E. Stockman, is Senior
Supervisory Auditor, Los Angeles Regional
Office, Defense Contract Audit Agency. She
has been with the Federal government audit
service for twenty-six years and had assign
ments in Tokyo, Japan and Frankfurt, Ger
many in addition to several cities in the United
States before going to Los Angeles in 1959.

Mr. Bruschi joined the Institute staff in
1959 after serving as assistant controller of
Princeton University. He had previously been
a member of the staff of the national ac
counting firm of Haskins and Sells and
controller of Embree Manufacturing Company.
He has also served as accounting instructor
at Rutgers University where he received B.S.
and M.B.A. degrees.

Miss Stockman is a past president of the
Los Angeles Chapter of ASWA. She is a char
ter member and past director of five chapters
of the Federal Government Accountants As
sociation and presently a member of the Los
Angeles Chapter. She is one of the founders
and the present treasurer of Associated Women
Executives of the Los Angeles area.

As director of the Institute’s examination
division, Mr. Bruschi’s primary duty is to
supervise the staff functions in the preparation
and grading of the Uniform Certified Public
Accountant examination. He is also the staff
member servicing the Institute’s Committee
on relations with universities and is responsi
ble for the staff functions pertaining to the In
stitute’s personnel recruiting and personnel test
ing programs.

The third article was written by Ellen
Butler and Sharon Bishop who are active
members of the Tucson Chapter of ASWA.
Mrs. Bishop is currently serving the chapter as
vice president. Both are employed on the staff
of a public accounting firm, Mrs. Butler with
Williams & Company and Mrs. Bishop with
Arthur Young & Company. Mrs. Butler has
served as accountant for a large credit union
in Tucson.
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mailing to you until we hear from you.
To change your address, please print your
name, new address and zip code number and
send to THE WOMAN CPA, 327 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604.

Whenever you have a change of address,
you must notify us of your new address if
you wish to continue receiving the magazine.
If your magazine is not delivered and is re
turned to us, we shall have to discontinue

CALENDAR OF 1967 EVENTS

ASWA EASTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE,
Syracuse, New York

May 10-13

ASWA WESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE,
Phoenix, Arizona

June 8-10

AWSCPA-ASWA JOINT ANNUAL MEETING
Portland, Oregon

September 20-23
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Because over 9,900 successful CPA
candidates have been coached by
International Accountants Society, Inc. . .

Byron Menides,
President of IAS, says:

“If you don't pass your CPA examination
after our CPA Coaching Course,
we’ll coach you free until you do.”
experience, preliminary education, etc., IAS will CON
TINUE COACHING WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COST
until the enrollee is successful.”

Ask any CPA and he’ll tell you it takes more than account
ing knowledge and experience to pass the CPA examina
tion. You must know the quick, correct way to apply your
knowledge, under examination room conditions.

The IAS CPA Coaching Course is designed for busy ac
countants. You learn at home in your spare time, at your
own pace. Most important, every lesson is examined and
graded by one of our 16 faculty CPA’s, who know exactly
the problems you'll face.

How you budget your exam time, for example—how you
approach each problem or question—how you decide,
quickly, the exact requirements for the solution—construct
an acceptable presentation—extract relevant data—and use
accounting terms acceptable to the examiners.

If you need refresher training in certain areas, IAS will
supply up to 30 additional elective assignments you select,
complete with model answers, for brush up study at no
extra cost.

That’s where International Accountants Society, Inc., can
help you. We’ve helped train more than 9,900* successful
CPA candidates. Our CPA Coaching Course is proven so
effective we can make this guarantee to you:
“If any CPA COACHING COURSE enrollee who has
submitted for grading all 20 examinations of the course
fails to pass the CPA examination in any state after meet
ing all the legal requirements of the state as to residence,

Start your CPA Coaching Course any time you please—
there are no classes, no fixed enrollment periods. Thus,
you can make maximum use of the time available, starting
as soon as you enroll and continuing right up to the
examination dates.

*As of May 1, 1966, 9,908 former students who had
obtained all or a part of their accounting training through
IAS had passed CPA examinations.

To get the complete story on how you (or some member
of your staff) can benefit from IAS-CPA Coaching, just
fill out and mail the coupon below. No cost or obligation.
FILL OUT AND MAIL FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL
ACCOUNTANTS

SOCIETY, INC.

Director of CPA Coaching
International Accountants Society, Inc.
209 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60606

Without any obligation on my part, please send me your latest report on
the IAS-CPA Coaching Course.

Name_____________________________________________
Address____________________________________________
City

A Home Study School Since 1903

State Zip

Em ployed by_______________________________________________________
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